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A Brief on Variational
Image Registration
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(M(x + u)− F (x))2 dx













N. Sochen, R. Kimmel, and R. Malladi, “A General Framework For
Low Level Vision,” IEEE TIP, 7(3):310–318, 1998
1 An Embedding
2 A Riemannian structure
3 A Measure on the embedding map
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2D grayscale Image
I : (x , y) ∈ Ω 7→ I (x , y) ∈ R
(space) 7→ (feature)
Beltrami embedding
X : (x , y) ∈ Ω 7→ (x , y , I (x , y)) ∈ Ω× R
(space) 7→ (space,feature)
More general




Σ and M are isometric
Let hij be the metric of M, e.g.
hij = arbitrary hij =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 β2

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g dxdy S =
∫ √

























X : (x , y) 7→ (x , y , u, v)








(M(x + u)− F (x))2 dx + α ·
∫ √
gdx, α > 0.
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DOH!
R. Ben-Ari and N. Sochen, “Non-isotropic regularization of
the correspondence space in stereo-vision,” in ICPR 2004,
vol. 4, Aug. 2004, pp. 293–296.
—, “A geometric approach for regularization of the data term
in stereo-vision,” J. Math. Imaging Vis., vol. 31, no. 1, pp.
17–33, May 2008.
—, “A geometric framework and a new criterion in optical





X : (x , y) 7→ (x , y , u, v)







(1 + α · f )√gdx
e.g. f = (M(x + u)− F (x))2
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... and its Flow
∂tX








































s.t. u = v
u, v ∈ RN×p
Augmented Lagrangian:
Λ(u, v, λ) = F (u)TG (v) + λ · (u− v) + r
2
‖u− v‖2
λ ∈ RN×p r ∈ R+
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Concept:
uk+1 = arg min
u
{
F (u)TG (vk) + λk · (u− vk) + r2‖u− vk‖2
}
,
vk+1 = arg min
v
{
F (uk+1)TG (v) + λk · (uk+1 − v) + r2‖uk+1 − v‖2
}
,
λk+1 = λk + r(uk+1 − vk+1),
Sketch of a solution:
uk+1 = vk − 1r
(




I − 1r diag(F (uk+1)) ·W
)−1 (









X : (x , y) 7→ (x , y , u)








(M(x + u)− F (x))2 + 2
E =
∫
(1 + α · f )√gdx
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2D Medical Imaging
X : (x , y) 7→ (x , y , u, v)






f = (M(x + u)− F (x))2
E =
∫






X : (x , y) 7→ (x , y , u, v)





Local, joint entropy (MI):
f = − ln
(




(1 + α · f )√gdx
(a) F (b) M
(c) F |M (d) F |M ◦ T0













f = (M(x + u)− F (x))2
E =
∫
(1 + α · f )√gdx
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X : (x , y) 7→ (x , y , u)
Metrics:








(1 + α · f )√gdx
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A novel method called geodesic active fields to register images:
Standard Cartesian images, images on arbitrary Riemannian
manifolds
Parametrization invariance
Geometric regularization: interpolate TV and Gaussian











Task Emb. features f e.g.
Intensity∗ I / R,G ,B 1 Sochen1998
Texture G 1 Kimmel2000
Deformation field u 1 BenAri2004/
regularization I , u 1 2008/2009
Segmentation C 1
1+λ‖∇I‖2 Bresson2006
Registration u 1 + α · d(M ′,F ) Zosso2010
I , u / G , u 1 + α · d(M ′,F ) -
∗ Scale-space and regularization (denoising).
It has not escaped our notice that the specific weighted embedding
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